
Year 2 Home Learning
Friday 20th September – Friday 27th September 2019

Dear Parents & Carers,

This week in Year 2 we created description maps to help us talk about Captain Beastlie’s appearance and
personality. We later used these to help us with our writing, challenging ourselves to include expanded noun
phrases. Towards the end of the week we created and described our own pirate character. In Maths we
continued partitioning numbers into tens and ones and have been comparing numbers by using the vocabulary
greater than and less than. In PE, we enjoyed using our attack and defence skills in a year group game of
Rounders and in D&T we drew and labelled our final pirate flag design

Reading: It is very important that your child reads as regularly as possible to develop their fluency and their
comprehension skills. Children who read regularly at home always make the most progress with their reading in
school so we really value your support in this area. Please remember that in Year 2 children quiz and change
their books independently as often as they wish. Teachers and teaching assistants will only write in your child’s
contact book if they have read with your child. Remember to let us know about any home reading (any reading
it doesn’t have to be their school reading book) in their home contact books. Every time your child brings in
their contact book with a note to say that they have read they will receive a dojo point.

Spelling: Here are this week’s 1 Star Spellings and 2 Star Spellings. Remember the children only need to learn
1 set of spellings but please do encourage your child to challenge themselves.

 1 Star Spellings 
(Yr 1 Common Exception Words)

 2 Star Spellings 
‘r’ sound made by ‘wr’ at the beginning of words and the ‘l’

or ‘ul’ sound made by ‘le’ at the end of words (Yr 2
Spelling Appendix)

(Yr 2 Common Exception Words)
1. is
2. his
3. has
4. I
5. you

1. write
2. wrong
3. wren
4. bottle
5. uncle

6. eagle
7. ankle
8. mind
9. behind
10. child

Optional Homework: We do not expect your child to complete all the optional pieces of homework. Pick and
choose what you would like to practice. Your child will receive a dojo point for each piece of homework that
they complete.
Writing – We have included some lined paper in your Busy Folder should your child wish to write. Please
encourage them to join their letters correctly and to refer to their target pencil when editing their writing.
Maths – Please see the attached mathematics sheet based on this week’s maths learning.
Reading – We have attached a reading comprehension that you might like to complete. In school we encourage
the children to find the answer to a question in the text, underline the relevant parts of the text and then
write their answer.

Forest School Inspired Learning and PE: Forest School inspired activities will take place every Monday this
term regardless of the weather. PE takes place on a Tuesday afternoon for Yellow Class and Wednesday
afternoon for Red Class. Please ensure that earrings are removed for both these sessions.

Vegetable scraps, grass cuttings, ground coffee beans and eggshells can all be composted rather than
thrown away.

Thank you for your time and support.

Miss Seymour and Mrs Kreiselmeier





Fill in the missing numbers on the 100 square
below.

How many numbers can you write correctly?




